Tutorial

Science Reference Center
Science Reference Center contains full text for hundreds of science encyclopedias, reference books, periodicals and other sources. The easy-to-use interface lets you browse topics by category and quickly access science experiments and helpful research guides. Science Reference Center also satisfies the demand for standards-based content by providing teachers and librarians with articles correlated to state and national curriculum standards. In this tutorial, we will conduct a basic search, browse by category, and explore some of the database’s unique content and features.
Let’s begin with a Basic Search. Enter your term(s) in the search box. The Autocomplete feature will anticipate your search terms, so even if you misspell a term, relevant results will appear in the drop-down menu. Select your term from the drop-down or finish entering your term and click the Search button to get a list of results.
By default, your search results will appear in order of relevance, but you can also sort articles by source, author or date. Use the Source Types filter in the left-hand column to limit your results to magazines, reference books, biographies or science experiments. Clicking one or more Source Types will automatically update your list of search results. If there are related images or video available, they can be found in the right column.
A unique feature of Science Reference Center is its collection of more than 1,000 engaging Science Experiments. Teachers can use these experiments to help students learn about science concepts such as energy and osmosis. Many of the experiments include inquiry-based learning strategies. Simply select Science Experiments under the Source Type filter to generate a list of results.
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A NOVEL WAY FOR STUDENTS TO EXPLORE ENERGY

by James Concannon, Patrick Brown, Laura Stumpe, and Elise Bartley

While energy and forces must be taught in the middle school science classroom (NRC 1996), they are abstract concepts that students often have difficulty understanding. In this lesson, students work in groups of three to observe how varying the potential or kinetic energy on an object affects the force the object is capable of exerting on another. By recording their observations relating to energy and force, students develop a conceptual understanding of how the two are
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Science Reference Center also allows you to browse content in other ways. From the home screen, you can **Browse by Category**, **Browse Popular Sources**, or read about the **Featured Science Topic**. Let’s browse the **Space Sciences and Astronomy** category.
Select a topic from the list.
A result list is displayed. Note that many articles in Science Reference Center contain Lexile Reading Levels in the citation information. Lexiles provide educators with an estimate of the result’s reading difficulty and the approximate grade-level reading ability required for comprehension.
Science Reference Center also includes a vast collection of images from sources such as UPI, Getty, NASA, National Geographic and the Nature Picture Library. More than 500 science videos are also available. To search for these sources, select the Images/Video link from the More drop-down menu.
From here, type your keyword term(s) in the search box. To narrow your image results, select from the image types shown. You can also limit results by science benchmark. Make your selections and click **Search**.
Click the thumbnail to view the image and its citation information.
The Reference Shelf includes helpful resources for both students and teachers. For example, students can click Citation Help for information on citing sources or Research Guide for tips on writing a research paper. Educators can browse Lesson Plans or launch the Curriculum Standards Module to browse Common Core, state and provincial curriculum standards, many of which have recommended search strings for successful content retrieval.
To view the complete online Help system, click the **Help** link at the top right of the *Science Reference Center* screen.
For more information, visit the EBSCO Support Site
support.ebsco.com